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UHI TECHNICAL REPORT

Abstract

A test program to determine the effect of FPC-1 fuel
catalyst on the fuel economy of the Vogel Disposal fleet of
trucks, in Mars, Pennsylvania, was conducted under the direction
of Ed Nusser with RDP Inc., and Ken McAlpine, of Vogel Disposal.
The reduction in fuel consumption was determined from a carbon-
balance method which is based on measurements of the exhaust
gases from the trucks. Resul ts of the test show that the
catalyst can provide a minimum cost savings of 5.2% for the
diesel fleet which was evaluated.

Introduction

This report summarizes the results of field tests conducted
on Vogel Disposal fleet trucks to measure the reduction in fuel
consumption due to an iron-based fuel catalyst, FPC-1.

The fuel catalyst, an aftermarket product containing ferrous
picrate, has been subjected to extensive engine testing in
independent laboratories at universi ties and Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) recognized facilities. These tests, in
both gasoline and diesel powered vehicles, have demonstrated that
the catalyst can provide fuel savings ranging from about 2% to
10%, depending upon factors such as the operation and condition
of the equipment, and the fuel quality.

The tests have included the EPA Federal Test Procedure (FTP)
and Highway Fuel Economy Test (HFET), the Society of Automotive
Engineers (SAE) 3-1082 Suburban and Interstate Test Cycles, CRC
cold start driveabili ty test, and a computerized engine
dynamometer test sequence.

Over a decade of field testing, primarily in heavy duty
diesel fleets, substantiates the laboratory and road test
results, and suggests an average in-use improvement in fuel
economy greater than that predicted by the EPA and SAE test.
Field applications have also shown that the catalyst inhibits the
formation of hard carbon deposi ts on pistons, valves and other
combustion chamber surfaces, and gradually consumes pre-existing
carbon deposits, which potentially further reduces maintenance
and operating costs.

Until late 1973, vehicle fuel consumption was measured
primarily by various test track or road test procedures. In
September 1973, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency utilized
a carbon balance method to determine fuel economy in conjunction
with its chassis dynamometer vehicle emissions test. This method
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relies on measurements of vehicle exhaust flow and emissions
rather than direct measurement of fuel consumption.

By 1974, the carbon balance method was used solely in the
EPA cold start emissions test cycle (LA-4 Cycle). In 1975, the
cycle was modified by adding a hot start, and was known as the
Federal Test Procedure (FTP). Later a highway driving simulation
was developed which is known as the Highway Fuel Economy Test
(HFET) .

A series of tests by Ford Motor Company compared techniques
of direct measurement of fuel consumption (volumetric or
gravimetric) to the carbon balance method. The results,
published as SAE Paper 75002, enti tIed "Improving the
Measurement of Chassis Dynamometer Fuel Economy," stated

" ...fuel economy results obtained by carbon mass
balance calculation of carbon containing components in
the vehicle exhaust are at least as accurate and
repeatable as those obtained by direct fuel measurement
of fuel consumed."

The study also determined that the critical factors in the
measurement of fuel consumption wi th the carbon balance method
are the measurement of C02, the use of standardized test
equipment and procedures, and correction for differences in
ambient conditions. The complete paper is included in Appendix
A.

UHI Test Procedures

The fuel consumption test method utilized by UHI and RDP
involves exhaust gas measurements of a stationary vehicle. No
chassis dynamometer is required so driver error and tire/roll
slippage are eliminated as sources of inaccuracy. The method
produces a value of equipment fuel consumption with FPC-l
relative to a baseline value established with the same vehicle.
Although the test is not as controlled as a laboratory test, care
is taken to ensure consistency and accuracy. Engine speed and
load are duplicated from test to test, and measurements of
exhaust and ambient temperature and pressure are made to perform
appropriate corrections. The carbon balance method represents a
practical, economic and repeatable approach to determine relative
fuel consumption in the field.

Exhaust gases are analyzed by state-of-the-art infrared
(NDIR) exhaust gas analyzers made by the Sun Electric Corporation
(SGA-9000) to measure C02, CO and unburned hydrocarbons, which
are all carbon-containing exhaust gases. In addi tion, oxygen
concentration in the exhaust is measured. The SGA-9000 is
approved by the EPA for vehicle emissions analysis and is
calibrated internally using calibration gases recommended by Sun
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Electric.
B.

Specifications for the analyzer are given in Appendix

Technical Approach

A fleet of diesel powered trucks owned and operated by
Vogel Disposal was selected for the FPC-1 evaluation. Table I
shows the engine and mileage of the four vehicles used
throughout the test. All the trucks which were originally
included in the baseline test fleet were also included in the
treated segment of the evaluation, except for uni t number 64,
which was eliminated from the evaluation because of a tachometer
problem.

The SGA-9000 exhaust analyzer and the thermocouple
instrumentation were calibrated and a leak test on the sampling
hose and connections was performed. Each truck engine was then
brought up to stable operating temperature as indicated by the
engine water temperature and exhaust temperature. No exhaust gas
measurements were made until each truck engine had stabilized at
the operating condition selected for the test. No.2 diesel fuel
was exclusively used throughout the evaluation.

The baseline fuel consumption test consisted of five sets of
measurements of C02, CO, unburned hydrocarbons (measured as CH4),
02, and exhaust temperature, made at 30 second intervals for each
engine test speed of 1900 rpm and 1600 rpm. The measurements are
summarized in Table II, and the actual measurements are contained
in Appendix C. These measurements are used to develop a trend
line for the actual running condi tion and efficiency level of
each vehicle tested. The data collected during the Vogel
Disposal evaluation demonstrated a continuous downward trend in
readings. For this reason, only the last data points were used
from both the treated and baseline data sheets, because they
best represented the lowest point in which the readings would
attain.

After the baseline test, on October 24, 1987, the fuel
storage tank, from which the fleet is exclusively fueled, was
treated with FPC-1 at the recommended level of 1 oz. of catalyst
to 12.5 gallons of diesel fuel (1:1600 volume ratio). The trucks
were then operated wi th the treated fuel and accumulated an
average of 4457 miles per truck when, on November 28, 1987, the
fuel consumption test described above was repeated for each
truck. The measurements for the trucks wi th treated fuel are
also summarized in Table II, and the actual measurements are
contained in Appendix D.

Throughout the
self-calibration of

entire fuel
the exhaust

consumption test, an internal
analyzer was performed after
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every two sets of measurements to correct instrument drift. A
new analyzer exhaust gas fil ter was installed before both the
baseline and treated fuel test series.

Engine operating speeds of 1600 rpm and 1900 rpm were
selected to demonstrate the correlation of the exhaust analysis
wi th fuel consumption. Though the higher engine speed is more
realistic, less fuel would be consumed by the engine operating at
the lower speed for the same load. For a diesel engine with no
air flow throttling, this will result in lower volumetric
concentrations of carbon-containing exhaust gases, which can be
observed from the measurements obtained from the exhaust analyzer
during the evaluation.

From the exhaust gas concentrations measured during the
test, the molecular weight of each constituent, and the
temperature of the exhaust stream, the fuel consumption may be
expressed as a "performance factor" which relates the fuel
consumption of the treated fuel to the baseline. The
calculations are based on the assumption that the fuel
characteristics, engine operating conditions and test conditions
are essentially the same throughout the test. Appendix E
summarizes the assumptions and equations required for the
calculations.

Results
Table III shows the overall performance factors for the

fleet for the baseline and treated fuel tests at 1600 rpm. At
1600 rpm the minimum improvement in fuel economy for the fleet
was 5.1%. It should be noted, that all tests were conducted
under a no-load condition which only shows minimum fuel economy
improvements. Under loaded conditions, consistent improvements
of up to 5%, above no load cpnditions,can be expected.

Table IV shows the overall performance factors for the fleet
for the baseline and treated fuel tests at 1900 rpm. At 1900 rpm
the minimum improvement in fuel economy for the fleet was 5.3%.
Of the five trucks originally selected to be tested, all of the
trucks were available for the treated fuel portion of the
evaluation,except for unit number 64.

The average minimum fuel economy improvement, at both rpm's,
for the entire fleet was 5.2%.

Also, the inline particulate filter showed a marked
reduction in solid particulates during the treated segment of the
eval uat ion. This is important to note since the fi 1ter was
accessed to the exhaust stream for only 39 minutes during the
baseline segment of the test as compared to 50 minutes for the
treated segment of the evaluation.
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Conclusions

The following conclusions may be made from the resul ts of
the FPC-1 evaluation conducted for Vogel Disposal:

* The addition of FPC-1 to the diesel fuel used
by Vogel Disposal resul ted in minimum fuel
economy improvements of 5.1% at 1600 rpm and
5.3% at 1900 rpm.

* The particulate filter used during the baseline and
treated segment of the evaluation clearly showed that
the test fleet was running cleaner during the FPC-1
Treated segment of the evaluation.

* Reductions in soot fallout were observed by Ken
McAlpine, Fleet superintendent with Vogel Disposal,
during the FPC-1 treated fuel segment of the
evaluation.

Baseline Treated
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Table I

Trucks Used
Throughout FPC-1 Evaluation Tests

Unit No. Type Engine Miles

60 Mack 300 5,847
67 Mack 300 4,916
69 Mack 300 3,891
94 Mack 300 3,173
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Table II

Summary of Exhaust Measurements
During Baseline and Treated Fuel Tests

Engine CO2 CO 02 HC Exhaust
~eed Vol% Vol% Vol% ppm Temp
1600
Base 2.05 0.028 18.2 12.5 332.0 F
Treated 1.99 0.028 18.6 13.0 320.3 F

1900
Base 2.48 0.033 17.7 11.8 368.3 F
Treated 2.38 0.033 18.1 12.3 361.3 F
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VFCO

VFHC

VFC02
VF02

Mwtl
pfl

PFl

Table III

Volume Fractions and Performance Factor
1600 R.P.M.

Baseline

0.000275

0.0000125
0.0205

0.1823

29.0579

296187.6330
179755.2531

Mwt2

pf2
PF2

188864.0513 - 179755.2531 =

8

Treated

0.000275

0.000013
0.0199

0.1860

29.0632

304970.7864
188864.0513

9,108.7982 x 100 = 5.1%
179755.2531



VfCO

VFHC

VFC02
VF02

Mwtl

pf1

PF1

Table IV

Volume Fractions and Performance Factor
1900 R.P.M.

Baseline

0.00033

0.00001175
0.0248

0.1770

29.1055 Mwt2

245511.1741 pf2
PF2109922.6516

115676.7328 109922.6516 =

9

Treated

0.00033

0.00001225
0.0238

0.1813

29.1067

255635.2977
115676.7328

5,754.0812 x 100 = 5.3%
109922.6516
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EXHAUST Gi\S l\NlI,LYSISFORB

DATE OF TEST .d~..~L-.- ..~ '[,.J:l ?7.L _

TYPE OF EQUIPMENT TESTED

ENGINE TYPE ANTI SPECS 300 m. vJ.L k::_... ..__.

I.D. NUMBER __ {~ .__ HILEAGE (OR HOURS)
TYPE OF TEST

_/.U.:...._ClA.HBIENT AIR TH1:PERz\TURE 1.4-_, _

EXHAUST READINGS-----
CO W' CO2 g.2 EX. TEMP. RPH.\...

l. I 6:' (J, -.___~~ __ ~ 0 )7.s jCf60

2. ,07J i~ .,2.L./5 )%; 0 ]7~ )qOU
3. 103 I;; ~-..d..~ /XI J 377 /900
4. ,0) /3 20i______/K: 0___ 3~d 1900
5. ,63 /3 JJ{3 __ ,lB,0 ]g3 Ifoo

6. i 6h I?J 204 If: s 3y~ /(;()Q

7. lO~ I") ;;,O(t IS'"' 1/ 7-Ir ICaf)it , l-

8. /()~ /3 no::, I r;. (, JL/).. /Co{)0(, c»:
n .6"1.. 1-, .-'""1. ~_ J (::,!. ,,- 57/ ItGC:-;J. I ,J .ca ~ /Q,:oo.~

10. c)). ;q 2(}3 r_<.1 339 /toc>I /c.\

START TIME: .ia:«: END TH1E: lf2:33 LENG'TII OF rrsr. JD
I

Signature of t.echnicians
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EXHAUST GAS AJ'Ji\LYSIS FORJVl

Nl\ME OF COI1Pl'J~Y
•

___ ~j)06-f!. L

DATE OF TEST __ ' -A_~)_u_~r;..j1f2 _
TYPE OF EQUIPMENT TESTED .~ . , _

ENGINE TYPE M\lu SPECS .~ 0 D rn.s«: I:------""_.

!..C
I •D. NUMBER _.---'12,---,-1 __ HILEAGE (OR HOlJRS)

TYPE OF TEST -------_._-
.?>J-1BIENTAIR TEHPERATURE

EXHAUST READINGS--
CO HC CO2 22 EX. TEt1P • RPH---

l.
104 IS- ~)Jtq a~Cf '3~? /qDO

2. tOL( .it; Jta /2. s 370 fiCiU
3. 2 ..04 15' 'J.?? 17iq 37 J. liDO-
LL ,6Lf it: »c r /7, ? 373 t(OO

5. ,ot{ IS" ;;l. C f /7. g 374' /you

6. JOc{ If) d.,J ~ IK.y 33Y /(,00
"7 ; ()'-( /~ .~..n_.-Lf. ') s3~ ItcH.JI.

8. 109 is: ;),/7 j8Ly 37H /r;ot)
9. :()4 I ~__ 'JII / s . '7. 13;J ///l/\

•••...•t .•••• ~ . ,--' I t: '-' '-J\

10. ; Q~ IS- 'J. Ie. /r. '-I 3::29- 106

START Tn-m: /0: 0 Z END TH1E: /6/!~ LENGTI-l OF TEST: 16
Signature of technicians
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~ -::--=......---,-~ ~
;;;',.,...",:w.-x::."""""",,"
~

EXH.!\UST GAS ANJu.,YSIS FORM-~---.-,------ - ------- ...'..-- .•--,,--

NN·~E OF C01-frANY ...._ ..__._._. ...1Lfl£....ec:. .1- ,--'==----
I

DATE OF 1'£S'1' .. .__. ff..P.:.J.., -"d-",-r"-r
j
~19'-''l'-L .._.. . _

TYPE O.F EQUIPMENT TESTED

ENGINE T':{PE AND SPECS

---_ _ .. _ _ ----.-.--- .. -_._._-- ..---_._---._-"

I . D. N"lJMBER Gll../..-_..__._---+-_._ ...__ .._...._ ....- HILEAGE (OR HOlJRS)

TYFE OF TEST ....__ .._--_ ...- •.•..._-----_ .._----------_ •.._-_._---_._---
7-\l.'PTFN· 'of' A'TR cm:.'lv'Dr.RA'l"'TD1? tltJBj C'l
£ !J..J.J..~ ...•.. < lL~l.C} ..J u_ Uj~ ~~"').L_--'r;{""'--_

EXHAUST READIN2S

co EX. TEMP.He

1. --,....:.0L------ q .....2=-+-, /~2 ,.r-J=.!~'---3....L..-. -.:3 Lf )

2 .. j QL g ~J.j I J'{ ~

/r·t/.

/1QtJ
_____]Y-.L i9tl{)

__ ~'"3~l ? __..J.~qQO....-,!I.,t.., I

j ..
J.J2 __ . ---;{,10 /6. y '3 YR

;;, 67"-__ -LIY:--=::..· -=S~ ]_s_3 _

BOt:)
I..c?{X)

6. I o?- /0. It t,J. If'l '2
7. /0 ~ _______ f() /1 gy J,,2

..

8. .:»:~ _____ J.....12 _______ .._1 < xs: 1F;7
rv . ,.., ~ J~ ) C~ J", /'
':J. <LJ l..~~._.____ ..L::!______ ---46 eZ I tJ ( 0

10. r 01 I L /,K3 10; C
START TIME: ..J.{)..J......Lj !1_ END THill: /0 /S3 qLENGTH OF TEST:

Signature of technicians



Research Development Products· P.O. Box 1St. Evans CIty. P/\ 16033 • 4 t2/538-8842

EXHAUST GAS ANALYSIS FO~~

NIJvlEOF COMPA_}.IY -IIV-'D==--6--..-;F==--L _

DATE OF TEST -!:O===--c;~------....LI_~')._¥ti-....:.1-L.1-=Y-1.7~--------
TYPE OF EQUIPMENT TESTED

ENGINE TYPE AND SPECS __ ---'3oL-O=-=D_--'-'I11-'-~~_...:...k ._. ._. .....

1.0. NUMBER 00 MILEAGE (OR HOURS) ](.,0 o.: )
TYPE OF TEST
AHBIENT AIR TEHPERZl.TURE

~

~ ~sa::zl ~EXHAUST READINGS. CO HC CO2 2-2 EX. TEMP. RPM

l. , 6 f.( ja ;},L/) /7, q 33~ (iLL;

2. ,6 i /6 '2 'fl. /7, r 1'17 /9uu
3. / b Lf J) ~·41 17, '1 3£3 fiO?
4. 10 Lf I~ ')./1 0- J7 7 3 Ifk F/06
5. I 04 /l J.tt I /29 350 19w

6. lC~ /T j, Cj~ JY, L{ 3JJ /0tJ ts

7. /0 Lf /i{ /,7 Y / r.'i J/6 /£60
8. J ()~ /(j /,7 T /6;,3-' 307 /co o
9. Al! ILl /.qo IF.3 3 6-,5- /r;v6, - ,

10. , Q 'i )], Iff ) ,[,,r- J6). kotJ

STl".JnTli'--lE: IV,' ;)3 END TIME: /0.' J~ LENGTH OF TEST: q
Signature of technicians
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Research Development Products· P.O. Box 1St. Evans City. PA 16033 • 412/538,8842

EXHAUST GAS ANALYSIS FORM

N1J1EOF COMPANY ~l!'--.:::...O_~--.!::t.=--:::-'_L=- _

(j CI :;)tj I JCj g7
/

DATE OF TEST -----~~~--~~~~-----------
TYPE OF EQUIPHENT TESTED _

ENGINE TYPE AND SPECS --~~-~~~~-------------

I.D. NUMBER --='-"--- MILEAGE (OR HOURS) /) ~ 29<J
TYPE OF TEST _

AMBIENT AIR TEMPERATU~E ------

EXHAUST READINGS
CO HC CO2 22 EX. TEMP. RPH

l. I () '-{ 13 2)sr /7,( 3C,7 / qOQ

2. to 3 73 ;),S Lj I],T "3 ~5? f(oo
i

" 373 ,/7{)U3. 103 I") d·]9 /7, c
4. ,6 3 /J .2yl a, S 37 ~ /100

5. I D3 JI- ;},t;~ nt 3 ?a 190d

6. I 03 /3 2)) Jf; / 3s- J /hoo
7. , D ')., I!:> ;;;./0 /1, ) 330 /kud

8. f Q J /3 :J.b '1 JF, ~ 3W ;'°0

9. ~o). J-;;; d,ll /1, I 3$/7 /cao
10. . 02- /3 :I, o 0- /s. I "3 Y" leaD
START TIME: -'-0: J g END TIME: /()~C;t; LENGTH OF TEST: g
Signature of technicians



Research Development Products· P.O. Box }5~: Evans City. PA 16033 • 412/538-8842

EXHAUST GAS ANALYSIS FORM

NlJ1E OF COMPANY------~~~~=---~~~~~----~~~~---SelVICF

DATE OF TEST ----------~~~--~~~~~~-----------------
TYPE OF EQUIPMENT TESTED _

ENGINE TYPE AND SPECS --=~~()o_'___ _LmJ4_J.I4c~;.~<,"__ _

I. D. NUMBER_----"""0,_1-'-- __ MILEAGE (OR HOURS) - c:~ Co,S- c..
TYPE OF TEST _

AMBIENT AIR TEMPERATURE S d

E~{AUST READINGS

CO . HC CO2 22 EX. TEJvlP• RPM
~

l. i Or;- I? ;:2/[7 .e 17,3 ~7S- ,gaD
2. , {)s- I;). .2 7;; 17, 3, 37~ /90c)
3. 6S /3 :),Zj 17,,£ 379 -1900
1\. loLf /3 ')/7S- 17Lf 3Yc) Jr()o

i

5. ,Of /3 :? 0.£ /7,£ 5~.r- floo

6. I 0 l{ /3 ;). J.C / F, L 3$15 l6{)u
7. (Q4 1::< -s.a s: /6,0 iVY /t;oo
8. . D3 Id-. 2,)3 If: / ]'-/0 /'()O
9. , a.3 /J- ;;,23 Jf'~u 33<[ JGod.

10. . oLf / 3 :2, J J /'6, --;< 3]7 !C,OC)

STA.t~TTIME: ju,' 6y END TIME: /o /7 LENGTH OF TEST: Z
Signature of technicians
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EXHAUST GAS ANALYSIS FORM

Nl\ME OF COMPA..l\JY --l<...lI___=o=--=-6"--"I::==--L- _

DATE OF TEST --=:6=---==cI::c.-'--I_~'__I+'f---L-I-Lq---='$-7-f------------

TYPE OF EQUIPHENT TESTED _

ENGINE TYPE AND SPECS -=3=-D_D__ --'1'n--'-'.4.!-c:..=--<-/(.:L- _

I.D. NUMBER . HILEAGE (OR HOTJRS)_~3.£....!!:.~-t-L-7_4t-D----
TYPE OF ITST _

AHBIENT AIR TEMPERATURE .- --'- _

EXHAUST READINGS

CO HC CO2 22 EX. TEHP. RPH

l. I () ;). ID 'J,J..[) / '[.0 '3 '1'1 l<tuO

2. .ts J-. /3 2.). / 17.9 3'i5: /CJ6D
<; . &03. I O~ /3 ;),,/9 17, '1 "3S3

4. 10 I JD :).; g /7. r 35""" ~ (lDD

5. to)" /0 ~,)2 /7, g- 3£9" 190~

6. I o I /0 ~, I)c) /6, / 3 'Ii. /f:cD

7. J o I /0 ;).b ( IF,2 3Y1 /(pD

8. I I 0;;;( J I ).D ).. /7.( 5YLf /tOo

9. d) J j). ;).Q3 It' 3Yy /too
10. t o I /1 ,),0 ).. / t, I 3Y3 /tL>()

START TIME: //,''/0 END TIME: II:Vt LENGTH OF TEST: "Signature of technicians
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EXHAUST GAS Al\fALYSIS FORM

NT·HE OF COMPAl'TY ~j 0 C:E.=1-- .. .._.._.. . _
DATE OF TEST .... 1.1/M ~~Lil_]~ . _,

ENGINE TYPE Al\rD :3PECS ..:::..d"-=3 -7 ')11 &c /t:-

I . D < NUMBER ~-CJ---- r1ILEA(~E (OR HOURS) -1!1LQ; Iq~ _
f

TYFE OF TEST

P-1'1BIENT AIR TEI1PERATURE

EXHAUST READINGS--------
CO He CO2 -Q2 EX. TEMP. R?i\1.---

l. -d.2!:i /5" ~.tJO l'l, .2. 37"0 Ie! () 0
I' !-.---

\
.

2. ~L- I~ 237 ---JJ-f- ..i 3Y/ /1'60
3. 11 LI It) d·3)"· /«. 2 3yC Jr?a ,_(~I •

( .()

4. i64 /r- ),3.5 --.1...6,) ]Lj7 !to6

5. _d2L.f f 7 7~ .~/,~ 3.£:1 IYu{)

6. tD4 /7 ),q q ____L s. ( 5.2'f /(00

7. .0'1 ---D-- ;U)O /i.: 3.23 /(,00

8. IOL( 17 'd.{)o !Jr.) '3:2 ( /(60

9. t-~Lf II ,., A ) /a I' < :11 j/,.-Jr,
,~ ( I ..... (/ : /" , b ~ -., c- -,,-,,

10. -,--.!l(1 /) j,CJY J r. (" 3;2D Itcv
I

.'

START TIl'lli:q/ tL{ END TIME: fO:o3 __ LENGTIi OF TEST: ?
Signature of technicians
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Research Development Products· P.O. Box 15[. Evans City, PA 16033 • 412/538-8842

EXHAUST GAS A1\JALYSIS FORM

Nl\ME OF COMPANY IJ-..:o=---&--_e_'"" _L _

DATE OF TEST ~D""____"'(,_'f'____'2"'_Lft-+,'.h.~/9t-J%"-7--'------------
TYPE OF EQUIPMENT TESTED _

ENGINE TYPE AND SPECS _----!;)~3~2__ ___'m(.Lf___,I-Lt1~C==-L:.):""-----------

I. D. NUMBER----C=--Lf-+----- HILEAGE (OR HOURS) _L...Jlg~'l-1 ~7i'-l..-:.O==-- _
I

TYPE OF TEST _

AHBIENT AIR TB1PERATURE ~ /

EXHAUST READINGS

CO HC CO2 22 EX. TEMP. RPH

l. ;ott /7 ~ IC, 17. 9 3-;)1 IVoa
2. ,OL( 17 2/, I], J 327 /960..,.

3. I aLL I' '2, ILl 10" / 332 - f(oeJ.
4. j () Y J~ ;<. /'( ;"0, I 33i NoO

5. I D Lj 17 ;;,IS- /s.» 33~ fiUJ

6. ;0'1 ICJ J,7~ j J; ;;;, ]:2f. /t,{}tJ

7. /0 Cf f1 /,77 jF, 2 3;2£ (wO

8. , ott II /.7 r /? ,3 3.27 lj;()U

9. dY1 17 /,97 /?yr 3~2 I{OO

10. ,04 /Cf 1.77 If, tJ 3..27 ~O

START TIME: //}OO END TIlvlE: / I/o F LENGTH OF TEST: 51
Signature of tecru1icians
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